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The Pratt Foundation initiative, “SPARK” is a Teaching and Learning Forum that springs from many sources.
It began with Foundation faculty presenting their teaching to each other, fostering pedagogical dialogues
across the Foundation department. From this origin, SPARK also expanded into more specific topics or
themes relevant to first-year learning, including faculty and students from departments institute-wide.
SPARKS are video recorded as a resource for faculty to revisit, adapt, or build upon new or traditional
themes and ideas in teaching.

SPARK “themes” include:

- Teachers Sharing their Approaches
- “Cultural Reckoning Series”
- “Live from the Foundation Lab”,
- “Learning Across Pratt Departments”
- “SPARK Conversations”

This spring we have had four SPARK presentations, two within the “Live from the Foundations Lab”
theme. These “Lab” SPARKS are the first of their kind, and are significant as they engage faculty and
students with the on-site programming and collections of the Foundation Lab. Dedicated to the foundational
integration of art, design, science and nature, the Lab is open to Foundation and students and faculty
Institute wide. SPARK Lab presentations are also open to the institute and encourage class-visit for
participation. (See more here)

The first Foundation Lab presentation was “ORGANIC MATERIALS FOR SUSTAINABLE DESIGN” by
professors Oliver Kellhammer, Parsons School of Design faculty and Derek Haffar, Pratt Institute,
Foundation faculty (February 11). Derek and Oliver explored the uses of alternative and sustainable and
common household materials such as kombucha, coffee grinds, and mycelium for bonding, casting, forming
and integrating readily available substances in surprising ways and applications. Their approach was very
user friendly and accessible for all.

Our second SPARK Lab presentation (April 1), “THE BIOGRAPHY OF BLUE” presented by Foundation
professor Dani Levine, explored Blue as a perceptual color, physical pigment and an object with diverse
cultural histories. Dani wove a story of Blue through trade, culture, expression and science. This
presentation suggests how each color likely has an equally rich and distinct personality with far ranging
origin stories to tell. Dani presented history, context and physical tactile interactions with blue in an
expanded and memorable way.

https://www.pratt.edu/academics/foundation/foundations-lab/


Our third SPARK this Spring was “FACING IMPLICIT BIAS - MY GRADELESS CLASSROOM", by last
year’s Foundation CTL Fellow, professor, James Lipovac, (March 10). James’ innovative “gradeless”project
has been in development in recent years with faculty collaboration. Participants heard about the challenges
and insights on grading from educational literature and surveyed Pratt students. A critical component to the
presentation asked how our current process of grading students leaves many learners behind and being
unnecessarily hierarchical and slanted to limited or privileged kinds of learners. His SPARK presentation
was a great introduction for many on how grading and its history have negatively impacts growth and
learning development, running counter to the diverse and inclusive learning environment we aim for in
Foundation.

Just at the very end of the Spring semester, (April 27th), Foundation professor Sophia Kayafas presented
“NARRATIVE AS STRUCTURE” were in her final project that seeks to help students synthesize a complex
year of studio learning in the Foundation - Visualization and Representation course through figurative and
spatial storytelling in a multi-layered series of processes. Very clearly, this project places emphasis on the
iterative process, and acts of self-reflection journey helping students take stock and re-integrate what they
have learned in this first-year Foundation course. The student results are diverse and compelling as are
their trials, errors, discoveries and flexibility in searching for meaning and impact.

CONTINUING AND DEVELOPING SPARK DIRECTIONS…

In 2021, SPARK created a “Cultural Reckoning Series” through collaboration between Foundation faculty
Todd Ayoung and Brian Brooks. In these presentations our cultural habits and assumptions resulting from
colonialism, unconscious biases, white supremacy, faculty seek greater sensitivity and diversity in teaching
and learning in new and more culturally aware ways. (More on “CR” in the pdf of existing approaches within
SPARK under “Introduction” in this folder.)

Starting in this coming fall, professor Elise Kaufman has initiated and will co host (with Brian Brooks) a
regular SPARK “Conversation” series designed to build greater communal connections between faculty
through informal chats about issues that spring up from faculty’s day to day teaching experiences with their
Foundation students. Titled, “FROM THE GROUND UP - Sharing Experiences from the Foundation
Studio Classroom” the intention is to meet in person, during lunch-time, on different days of the week to
ensure the widest mix of participation possible. Will sessions be recorded and shared like other SPARKS in
order to find commonalities among the faculty ? Or will it be best to keep conversations confidential to
create a space that cultivates trust. We feel we need to take our peer’s temperatures for what is most
needed.

ALSO IN DEVELOPMENT…

The format “Learning Across Pratt Departments”, (started in 2018 and interrupted by Covid 19), started with
the Pratt department-wide “Gesture Drawing Across Pratt Disciplines and Departments”. We
succeeded at installing a Pratt-wide student exhibition and aimed to bring upper department and Foundation
students and faculty together in a meeting where we practiced “gesture drawing” together but were thwarted
by the pandemic. (It is possible we will revisit this in the near future and pick up where we left off, depending
on in-person practices next year). It is in the spirit of connecting first and upper level departments that a new
initiative is being developed.

In the planning stages for this SPARK series,(tentatively titled), “AFTER FOUNDATION”- What Does
Learning Look Like In Your Next Year Pratt Majors ?” first-year students meet their upper level
sophomore and junior peers and professors through presentations on projects, learning paths and



processes from their upper level major courses. Presentations of “assignments” will be organized by the
upper level faculty with their students discussing their processes, steps, realizations, changes in mind, and
how final states or works were realized. These presentations will help first year students see and hear
concerns, vocabulary, and learning outcomes that are critical in that major or discipline and will hopefully
spark the imagination within our Foundation students. This SPARK provides a taste of what learning looks
like in a major, but begins the process of first-year students connecting to what happens after Foundation.

Another anticipated outcome of this SPARK format is that these interactions with upper department faculty
may foster collaborations between the institute’s years of learning and that cross-fertilization may occur. In
time, faculty will gain a greater understanding of the developmental phases between college aged learners,
and faculty can partner with each other, forming learning strategies to build bridges that result in stronger
learning progressions between first and upper level departments.

As diverse as these SPARK initiatives are, their commonalities rest in exploring the many ways we learn and
seek meaningful relevancy in Foundation and across Pratt. Exploring the multiple and expanding facets of
Foundation’s learning processes within the greater Institute’s learning goals is what we owe to our students.

Spring semester SPARKS are available on the Foundation Milanote page here

https://app.milanote.com/1Ml1Ej1Uk57E4t/fdn-hallway-2021-22?p=YD8TBLCcfRc

